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AT ST. CLOUD, J:iZI:INN.
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Sustained by the State for lhe Training of Its Teachers.
COURSES OF STUDY.
1. An Advanced Course, extending through five years.
2. An Elementary Course, extending through three years.
l. Elementary Course, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2. Advanced Course, two years.
3. Kindergarten Course, two yea.rs.

l

The Diploma of either course is a 'State Certificate of qualification of the First Grade
good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it
a certificate of qualification of the first grade,' good for five years if an Elementary diploma,
or a Permanent Certificate if an Advanced diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. The best of
the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries.

ADMISSION .
Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Graduate Courses without
examination. Applicants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the C class
without examination Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen
years of age at their nearest birthday, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination
m Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the
advantages of the school are FREE to those who pledge themselves to teach two years 111 the
public schools of the state.

EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MODER.ATE.
Living at the Ladies' Home, including furnished room, beat, light and table board, is $3.00
per week. Board in private families may be bad at rates ranging from $2.50 to $4 per week.
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
Catalogues, giving full information, are mailed free to any address. Any questions will
receive prompt attention. Address the President,

GEO. R.. KLEEEER.G-ER.,
St. Clo

D

R. T. -A. PATTISON,
DE:NTI.ST.
+

Over Merchants National Bank

Dra J. H. BEATY,
f{on;ieopat~ic P~9sicia17 at:Jd Surgeo17~
OFFICE: CornPr Firth ave. and First St. S outh.
Hours, 11 to 12 a.m . and2 t o4and7t-oRp.m.
Sunday at residence, 400 Fllt h ave. S. Tel. 14-2 . .
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McClure Block, 5th Ave. Snuth.
Office hours from 9 a. m . to 5 p. m.
Telephone caJl, RPeidence, :.JO.

~ 'Q,.,

GRAND CENTRAL

ANDWEST HO'r'ELS.

f-lBH.TEO WITf-1 STER1V(.
l!lG:JiTBO WITf-1 EuECT.f{ICITY.
Anyone w a nting comfortable rooms at
either hotc·J, with or without board, satisfaction, prices and accommodation guaranteed.
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in
public schools and students at NormaL

ffllJJEDPOUS

D. S, HA YWARDJ
PROPRIETOR,
BE:)i!l_LI CUl_LI~ 0Jr ]'4E;,ll_LI, l_LIJIE BE)i!lJ.? Jr;,1]'4)3,
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in the meat line can be obtained at

KILIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET,
123 5th A ·v NrMe South.

CHICA.GO
Electric Lighted and Steam Heated,

0
G.
C.
Dem
pies
~~~;
n~~~~;~tore.
Suvg_~O"-,

G, S, BRIGHAMJ
~~'b\e\~\'\,

-
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. Office, 27 5th Ave. South.

Residence, 424 3d Ave. South.
For First-Class Shoe Repairing
GOTO_-==~

W-IK~AN.
Cnr of 6th An. and 2d St. South.

Cabinet Photos $1.oO a.Doz.
Stamps 25 fo~ 25e.

CAMPBELL GREENHOUSE.

-

Cut Flowers Always on Hand.
Funeral and Wedding Designs Made,
.Corner Third a-venue and 3½ Street South, .
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MINNESOTA HOUSE .
/.

\
Under Govern ment Control,

The Hot Sprin~s of Arkansas, own-ed and controlled by the U. S. government, are admitted to be the best me·dicinal springs
l

.,jic::'-0 -•c>:'

in the world.

The

Minneapolis & St. Louis R. R. is the
·

Deutsches Gast und Kosthaus.

shortest and best ro yte.

Write for ex-

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop. cursion rates and particulars.
Rates: $1 per day or $3.50 to $5 per week . Special
rates by the mon t h made on application.

PIONEER MEAT MARKET,

A. B.

CUTTS,

G. P. & T. A., M. & St. L. R. K
Minneapolis, Minn. '

JAKE TROSSEN, Prop.

1Sensen :JSrotbers
~
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::~C}2 ~rocertest
Staple
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••• <J.;oot, <J.;oot,s ant, '.JLow U:,rtces •••
. \17 5tb 7:lvenue $outb,

$t. O:lou~. Minn,

Kansas City Beef a Specialty.

Tel. 47

103 5th A.venue South.
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STUDENTS GO!
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Livery and City Hack Stables.
Hacks ancl Rill's Furnished

Oil

All Occasions.

Fifth Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minn.
Swanson's
Steam Laundry, -n. ,> l
:-\old and Repaired at
.c 1G J G e S lowest reasonable prices.
SWANSON & KR.ON, Prop's.
109-111

All kinds of

~ood Work. . . . • Low Prices • .••• Sporting Goods ...
Special 1'ates to StudeJJt5.
.-'---- at_________.
West Hotel , 5th Av_e . S.

St. Cloud,nlnn.

F. J. EAKER ... ,
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NEW
NOVELTIES

GREAT lUii
BARGAINS ,~

~~~~~~~~~~------"'-'"'-"""'-"""...,....,~~~~~~~~~--Low prices coupled with big values is the combination that
j~
wins your trade in our assortment of spring novelties in . .

:~ND GBEONv;~s fu'-:Jr~~::.G ~~i~s CAtS AND

·1MEN'S
(00

A Spring arrival of the finest goods and bel<t
values Our new stock affords great attraction~ to buyers who can appreciate superior
qu~hty.
.
-

·

H you

want a little better article at a little lower price ' than
you expected to pay . come to our store
.
.

I

1
I
I

L~~~~~~~~~~~J
FRITZ GUY, Watchmaker and Optician.
-

ALWAYS IN STOCK A LARGE LINE OF Geneva . Hamilton. Hampoen. Rockfora, Waltham, Elgin Watches
in all sizes from seven_ to twenty-three jewels

Special prices a nd ea sy te rms to t eachers
::
Fine Jewelry, Gold l"ens and Spectacles.
All kinds of musical instruments at the lowest prices

~~ol~9.r!lp.!'er
U:,rtces to Stut')ents.

We h ave a new set of
six elegant Headgrounds; see them in
our latest Platinos.
701 St . Germain St.
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Editor-in-Chlef .............. ........................ Ed. M. Gans.
, Associate Editor ......................... P. M. Magnusson.
B ·
M
.
{Paul A~hley.
usmess
anagers ..... ........... \ Waite A. Shoemaker.
Local Editor......... ... ........................... W . T. Sture.
Exchange Editor ....................... .......... Jas . A . Petrie
Alumni.. ...................................... Marion Andrews.
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Editorial Stall.

Editorial Stall

For the Western Hemisphere The Normal Literary Society-Ed Gans,
Chief Editor.

For the Eastern Hbmisphere--Corporal Fred
Schacht, Editor-in-Chief.

Business Manager

Herbert Getchell

Paul Ashley, Norma.I
School, St. Clon~, Minn.

Business M&nager . Co.
M, XIII Minn., llfanila,
Philippines.

Puhli•hed monthly during the school year at the
State Normal school at St. Cloud.
Entered at the po•t office at l!!t. Cloud as 1econd
class mail matter, 18&5.

Subscription, so Cts. a Year.
Single Copies, l 'J Cents.

NOTICE.
Subscribers will receive the Normalia
until notice of discontt"nuance is given
and all arrearages are paid.
A blue mark here (
) means that
your subscription has expired.
This issue of the N 0R'MALIA is an . unusually strong combination.
We had
already made arrangements with · the
N ormal Literary Society to have them
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publish this number' when we received a good supply of material from
our friends and former school-mates
who are now in Manila. Although it
had been the purpose o·f the N ormalia
Board to publish a Manila Number we
hardly expected to at this early date,
owing t0 the fact that mail reaches us
only once a month. However the
Boys in Blue first, is our patriotic rule
and this number is a combination:
Military, Colonial and Literary Normal

For the first time in the history of its
existence the NoRMALIA spans the Pacific and draws its nourishment from
the best thoughts of two hemispheres,
and has at its command the spunk
and grit ,from both the Old and New
World.
Just a few words about the Normal
Boys in Blue. •We think and believe
that the Normal has every reason 'to
feel proud of the ten boys who were
among the first to go to the front.
They have shown us in this issue that
they are able to wield the pen as well
as the sword, that alt.hough they are
daily being drrlled in the art of war
they have not forgotten the drill in
literary art which they • received at the
Normal. We are sorry that we did
not receive some material from
the others at this time but we ex pect some later on.
When it was £ound out that war with
Spain was inevitab.Je and tha,t ;volunteen, would be called tor, the boys at
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"Red horse" and "bean soup" is what we

the Normal were not lacking in patri- had to eat;
otic spirit.
They were among the
There was a poor time on board ship that
very first to enlist in the company or- trip.
ganized at St. Cloud. They left school ·1ve arrived at Honolulu, that place you all
to enter the service of their country.
know so well;
In their opinion there was but une They gave us a gra nd reception and a dinner
th at was swell;
course to take. They left their homes,
And when they saw Old Glory, the people they
friends and schoolmates and took up
did yell:
that course although they knew that Three cheers for Minnesota boys. they will give
they might never return. In the ser- •
the Spaniards h-1
vice of their country they acquitted
When the Honolulu band began to play,
themselves well and the Normal can
Then
we heard the gopher boys say:
point with pride to the noble boys in
Here, oh, here, is where we'd like to stay;
blue of the Normal at Manila.

E.G., Eo.

There was a blowout in Lulu that night

We arrived at Luzon island and we anchored
in the bay,
The Concord steamed around us and we heard
the captain say:
Santiago has fallen, and the Spanish fleet's no
more,

But you'll surely have a bot time when you
land ~n shore
•

A Hot Time For Minnesota.
[Written by a member of 13th Minn

J

Oh how the boys that night did cheer and

The following is our "Hot Time" yell,
When they saw the ships that Dewey
s~ng that we sing in Manila. Every
little native child knows the tune; na- fought so well;
And we felt so proud of that we cannot tell,
tives play and sing it:
There was a hot •time for Minnesota that
Come along and get you ready for we are going to the war,
But it's nothing new to "1innesota, for she has
been there before;
We are going to lick the Spaniards, who are
anxious for a fight,
But for some unknown reason they keep quite
out of sight

night.

We all got on small boats aµd they landed us
on shore;
W~ marched along together till our feet were
very sore;
At Camp Dewey we pitched our dogtents in
mud and rain;
And in spite of our hardships we got there just
Please, oh please, Mr Spaniard do not run,
the same.
For now that we have started we are
Boys
oh boys, how the rain did pour,
bound to have some fun;
But we did mot care, you shouldhaveheard
And when we reach the Philippines, we·•n
us snore;
put you on the bum,
We awoke next morning looking for SpanThere'll be a hot time in Manila that night.
ish gore;
We left old Minnesota on the 16th of May;
There was a wet time in Camp Dewey that
The boys were feeling frisky and eager for the night.
fray;
On the 13th of Aug., oh that was a glorious
We arrived at San Francisco, that city on the
day,
bay,
,
When they marched the 13th Minnesota in the
I ti was there they did surround us and we heard
thickest of the fray;
the people say:
But "Old Dewey's" guns were booming and
Say boys say, they kept us on our feet;
the Yanke() bullets flew,
We drilled on deck the same as on the And soon old .Mr. Spaniard skipped ·t he tra-lastreet;
lu.
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Say, boys, say, that was a glorious fight;
They had no chan~e because we were right;
And their old yellow flag was soon got out
of sight,
And "Old Glory" soon floated on high.
Now we're in Manila we'll do the best we can,
And not yet discouraged in this God-forsaken
land;
But we'll hope that McKinley will call us home.
To dear old Minn. and our dear loved ones.
Chorus :
Cheer boys cheer, we gave the Spaniards
h-1,
And when we g:et home the story we will
tell,
How Minnsota boys did their duty true
and well,
There will be a hot time in Minnesota some
night.
B.D. C.

rNote-We print this poem with all
its "peculiarities" "just as she is wrote."
Any changes of ours would be detrimental to the Manila flavor.-Ed. J
The Battle of Manila.
BY ONE WHO WAS THERE.

On the 13th of August, 1898, the
.the Eighth Army Corps of United States
did a work they shall long be proud
of. The army in command of Gen.
Merritt was divided into three expeditions leaving camp at 'Frisco during
the menth of June. The expeditions arrived at Manila Bay in July where we
were heartily cheered and welcomed
by Admiral Dew<i:y's fleet. Admiral
Montajo's fleet was by this · time resting peacefully at the bottom of Man ila Bay. But yet the yellow and red,
the emblem of Spain, was still waving
over the strongly fortified city.
Owing to the unfavorable conditions
of the land and the survey of the ports
by the Engineer Corps we were compelled to stay in the harbor several
days before landing. The third expedition was anchored in the harbor
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for one week. We landed August 7th
on Sunday afternoon, came into Camp
Dewey at dusk. We camped for several days and finally orders came that
on Saturday, Aufust 13th, we were to
be ready to make the attack on Manila.
On Friday evening Dr. Ritche informed the non-commissioned officers
of our regiment and the litter bearers
in regard to wounds that more or less
were expected on the coming day.
Bandages were d istributed among the
non-coms .. who had charge of their respective squads.
That night we
seemed to feel that tomorrow our long
dream was to be realized. Many felt
happy and gay while others, not giving vent to their feelings, went to their
bunks, to write letters; not knowing
whether another opportunity would
be given. As a whole all seemed to
be thoughtful enough to make at least
some preparation as to what should be
done if they should be unfortunate
enough to fall.
Taps were blown at IO p. m. as usual
and the camp was perfectly EJUiet, with
the exception of the . sentries walking
their beats.
The next morning reveille wa~ blown
at halt past four and in a few minutes
all were astir.
Breakfast, which consisted of hard-tack, bacon and coffee
was served at daybreak. After breakfast we received orders to fill our haversacks with hardtack, canteens with
coffee. This was to suffice, we didn't
kpow how long. An hour's time was
g'i ven before we were ordered to "tall
in". · The Quartermaster loaded us
down with another hundred round of
ammunition.
An inspection took
place after which we were given
"Right Shoulder Arms, Turn Right.
March,'' and off we were. Each company ' di'd not only carry its guns
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and ·ammunition but also shovels, The boys all worked as if their lives despades, axes, etc., necessary im ple- pended upon it, and so they did too.
ments for building breastwor~s.
After an hour's work a good breastThere were over (1 ,ooo that marched work was thrown up. We then took
out of Camp Dewey that morning and our rifles and waited for the charge
I dare say that there was not one who which was ex_pected at any moment.
wished to stay behind. Several how- Major Bean was with us, and to see
ever had to stay back to guard the his short, plump figure stalking around
in the mud would have made anyone
camp.
Our regiment was in the First Bri- laugh in spite of the bullets and shells.
gade and took the lead immediately We were anxiously waiting for orders
after the 9atteries. Our company was to fire but nothing of the enemy could
in the first battallion and that placed us be seen. All this time there was a
The fleet gave
-nearly in front of the line. As we continuous roaring.
passed the stars and stripes at Head the impression of distant thunderpeals,
Quarters and came to a "port arms", a while the Utah and Astor batteries
certain band, was playing that grand were on our right and left and firing
old air, •·The Star Spangled Banner." into the Spanish breast-work and block
The music and words never seemed so houses. Volley firing was ·intense.
inspiring before, I believe if any were After about one hour and a half of sevthere who were sad or downhearted, ere firing the Spanish gave in and from
this alone must have braced them up. all appearances were retreating. On
All this time the rain was pouring account of the heavy underbrush in the .
down, not like it rains in America, but woods very little of the enemy was
Firing stopped for a
as it rains in the Philippines during seen so far.
short
time
and
scouts were sent out
the rainy season. Our rubber ponahead.
Two
squads
from our comchoes couldn't serve their piu-pose
pany
were
taken
in
charge
of Lieut.
very well,so in a short time we were
Bruckart.
As
we
went
over
our in~
soaked, feeling nicely refreshed. We
trenchments
we
came
into
very
marched along the road leading to the
heavy
tanglewood
swamps
and
the
city for an hour or . so, then ' came to
like;
but
this
only
extended
for
a
short
our first intrenchments
The reserve
was stationed at this place, while the . ways, then came a clearing from which
First Brigade which constituted the the Spanish lines could plainly be
advance guard and flanking detach-• seen. As soon as we came into the
ments moved onward. We marched clearing it _s eemed a little more real.
forward from the main body about · Before we were firing only in that diThe
500 yards, then obliqued to our left rection without seeing anything.
Spanish
breastworks
were
about
flanking detachment.
By this time
the fleet had already opened fire upon forty rods in front of us and in order
the Spanish forts. The Spaniards did to get under cover we had to make
not respond to the fleet but turned it in double quick time, part of the
their guns toward the land forces. ways going on all fours and sometimes
Our company, with L and G, were it seemed that we could not get low
placed in a position where we had no enough. Detachments from all comcover whatever, so immediately the panies were sent out, and I am proud to
shovel and spade were resorted to. say that one of our boys was first over
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Spanish works. The Spanish had retreated from their line and hid in the
ambush a few rods away from their
line. Some of their sharpshooters had
th eir station up in the trees and as we
crossed the clearing it gave them good
opportunities to put in their work.
Their shooting was heavy but of little
effect. Th eir great fault was in high
shooting.
From the appearance of
things on the other side of the line,
they must have been enjoying their
breakfast when we called with our
shells; plates of rice were partially eaten , others were untouched, everything
seemed to be m utter confusion.
They evidently knew the best thing
they could do was to take to the woods
and fall back on their second line.
Word was sent back to the remainde r
of our companies to advance. They
soon came up and crossed the Spanish
line, and we planted the first American
flag on the block house on the Spanish line. Our forces were advancing
skirmishers and scouts on both s ides
.rnd in front ot the main body. Sharpshooters up in trees were still popping
, away at us, but a few of our Springfielders sent some good American
lead in that direction and they were
heard no more.
The Utah battery on our left shelled
a large blockhouse and before long the
entire Spanish line retreated. As the
Spanish retreated further up the road,
a hospital was established in the block
house, it being well provisioned, and
one of the strongest positions, was not
deserted until nearly blown to pieces
by the guns of the Utah battery.
The troops on the extreme · left
found no opposition and advanced
into the outskirts of Manila without
loss.
We advanced still further up the
road towards Manila, passed the arsenal
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which had been shelled and burned by
Astor battery. At an old stone church
the Spanish made an unexpected
stand and from behind that church
poured a hot fire on our advancing
forces. We scattered to the right and
left into the rice fields, swamp·s, etc.,
firing whenever chance was given.
The Astor battery in midst of th,e fierce
fire placed their guns in the road in front
of the chm ch and began throwing shells.
The fire of ' the armory was so heavy
that the brave Astor boys had to
retreat and leave their guns.. A revol ver charge was made and several of
the Astor boys fell. Here the Gopher boys came in , and did their work.
It was a little more exciting than football, let me ass ure you. Th e Spaniards retreated to the city in quick
time and before they got to the walled
city several thous and were taken prisoners. It was due to the poor marksmanship of the Spaniards that hundreds of us were not killed. It was on
this place that some heroic deeds
were done. In this action only four
men were killed and thirty-one wounded. The Spanish loss was over four
hundred.
After a short time our companies
and batallions were again brought to
order and we marched off towards the
city. The sight was not very pleasant
where we had to march through. It
showed that the Spanish loss was
heavy. Before we went very far we
could see flags of truce waving over
every residence, which showed us our
day's work was over.
The Insurgents by the way tried to
keep pace with us and even get ahead
of us. All they did during the day
was following us and ransacking the
houses from which the inhabitants had
fled. Before we came into the city
they were made to understand that we

8
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were going -to enter first. In about ten
hours we reached a large Spanish barracks where we were to stay for the
night. Old Glory soon floated over us
and we felt quite comfort3.ble, feeling
that a good day's work was done.
·
The Oregons passed in through the
front gate leading out to the Bay as
Gen. Merritt's and Admiral Dewey's
body guard as soon as the white flag
was hoisted. They conferred with the
Spanish consuls, and down came red
and yellow and up went stars and
stripes and may they ever continue to
wave over Manila!
As Uncle Dewey deserves a great
deal of cre dit for the day's work, I will
men ti o n just a word about his fleet.
Only thre e gun- boats were used on the
I 3th . The fort at Ma late was blown
to pieces also several block houses
near the beach.
The German fleet very politely
moved out ot Uncle Dewey's way, and
the most remarkable thing that I admired was to see the Montery, one of
the Monitors of our fleet, go slowly up
and down in front of the German fleet
with her muzzles pointed at her, just as
much as to say, "Dare if you wifl, I am
ready for you." The Germans took
the hint and behaved very nicely.
Tint same night after eating a hardtack or two that we had left in our . haversack assembly blew m
quick
time. All the companies were under
arms in a few moments.
Company D
was chosen to go out and keep the insurgents back.
They evidently .did not believe in
putting up the American flag, but
wanted to hoist theirs also, but nothing
of that could be tolerated by Americans so we had to hold them back by
force. None could enter the city without giving up their arms.
Those of us who were left in the

barracks took our ponchoes and hats
for pillows and enjoyed the rest that
we well deserved .
CORP. F. E. SCHACHT,
Co. M., 13th Minn., Manila, P. I.
The Products and Industries of the
Philippines.
BY H. W. GETCHELL.

Although Manila and the Philippines are still practically in a state of
war the commerce is steadily increasing. The exports now however are
the results of native and Spanish enterprise, the country outside of Manila as yet not being opened up to
Americans.
The chief exports are rice, cigars
and cigarettes, chocolate, crude hemp
fibre, unrefined sugar and coffee.
The only industry that does not admit of indefinite improvements is that
of tobacco ~aising and cigar making.
In Manila are several very large cigar
and cigarette fa::tories and their product is considered among the best in
the world. The Cuban style of cigar
was introduced several years ago by a
Cuban who is now in the employ of
our government as interpreter.
The ·cuban style is no~ predominant. The old style, which was large
at one end and tapered to a point, is
now seldom seen.
Many cigars are
used in the city of Manila by Spaniards and the natives; and the Americans since we came, but the greater
part of the population smoke the native cigarette. This cigarette is made
out of excellent tobacco but they are
quite strong, the tobacco being_all sun
dried. · It is very common to see very
small children smoking cigarettes,
both girls and boys. If a child is strong
enough to cry well it is strong enough
to smoke. \,Vhenever a native woman meets another she offers her a cig-

/ '
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arette as an act of courtesy and it is culture is the preparation of hemp
an act of discourtesy to refuse it. The fibre out of which is made our Manila
same applies to the men also.
twine and r'ope.
Of course there are many different
Tne hemp plant from which the fibre
brands both of •cigars and cigarettes is taken is entirely different from the
but the difference is in the workman- weed called hemp in the states.
ship and not in the quality of the toThe hemp plant resembles very
bacco.
closely the banana plant. The fibre is
Many cigars are shipped to Japan taken from the leaves.
and China. A great many poor cigars . The leaf is first peeled of its outside
are shipped to Japan but every ship- skin. It is then dried and the fibres
ment bears a new and very attractive are stripped from it by hand a'nd tied
name to make the cigars salable.
into bundles of only a few pounds each.
The rice industry is equally as im- These bundles are made into rude
portant as tobacco raising but this may bales and sent to the shippers who rebe improved to a great extent.
bale it making sure that it is perfectDuring the Spanish rule no improve- ly dry.
ments such as are necessary to irrigaThe process of baling consumes a
tion could be m ade without a special great deal of time and labor. The
permit from the Government in Spain material is placed in cases made in
and the permit was generally lost on sections.
The cases are put under
acco unt of the long process of obtain- press machines and as the pressure is
ing it.
slowly applied the sections of the case
Taxes were so great that such im- are removed and the bale tied with
provements could not be made profit- strips of bamboo.
able and therefore the native farmers
The pressure is applied by means of
trust almost entirely to nature for the large screws turned by about thirty
irrigation of their fields. The mills men.
for pr~paring the rice are operated by
In counting the men at work in a
English capitalists and rich China- baling house I found that it took about .
men.
forty-eight men eight or ten minutes
The ric'e reaches Manila and other to finish one bale. I can see no reason
seaport towns either in native river why a machine similar to our hay balcanoes or small coasting steamers.
ing machine could not be used with a
Rice is the principal food of both great saving of time and labor.
native and Chinese population and alI think also that a machine could be
so of the American soldiers, a tact that easily invented to separate the fibre
they greatly regret. We get it every from the leaves.
morning for breakfast but we generA very little of the fibre is manually dine out in the evening.
factured here into twine and rope by
The unhulled rice is used for horses the aid of very crude 'hand machines.
and chickens.
There is no reason why the great bulk
of
it could not be manufactured here
Great quantities are brought from the
where
labor is so very cheap.
interior every day on the small railroad which extends into the interior
The sugar and the chocolate indusabout one hundred and fifteen miles.
tries are carried on by Chinamen in a
Probably next in importance to rice very primitive way but the country is

I
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such as to make them both very extensive in a few years.
Coffee is raised here. and some
shipped but the quality is very poor ..
It is poorly cultivated and poorly prepare d. The Spanish roast their coffee
until it is burned and then pulverize it.
It makes a g ood drink but does not
compare with any of our coffee.
Last but not least c~mes gold mining. The tribes in the interior have
for many· years mined gold to a small
extent, washing the sand ancl crushing
the rock with rude implements and
finally melting the dirty gold and
moulding it in a kind of shell. This
go ld is a ll bought by Chinese traders
an d bears t he print o f their testin g
ne edl es .
So me 0f the Am eric a n so ld ie rs have
a lrea dy bee n out p ro s pecting and have
located cl a im s but have been stopped
by th e insurgent o ffi cers although they
had no trouble with the native villagers.
Many o f th e D enver and California
b oys are only waiting for the country
to open up to be off with their mining
outfits. They are now perfecting their
lodges and getting information which
will be beneficial to th em.
It is the opinion of all here that this
will be another Klondike.
The question is, shall we go home
and earn a mere living or take the
hardships of the Philipines and make a
fortune . It is merely a decision for
health or riches, but the hundreds will
decide in favor of the riches.

were to camp and reconnoiter was a
vast swamp.
This however proved ,
untrue, much to our satisfaction.
Our first march was from Pernocia,
a small native village, to about te1::1
miles northward, toward Manila. This
was our first march with all our equip:.
ments since we left San Francisco.
We were much struck with the
beauty of the surrounding country,
especially the grand foliage which was
something exquisite. · The birds were
smging and the native children were
crving out, "Americano Philippino
amigo." As a whole it didn't seem as
though we were really in the enemy's
country judging from appearan ces that
Sund ay evening on our m a rch.
We had been on the march for
about an hour when in front of us appeared a beautiful green field of something, we didn't. know ~:hat. Here we
were halted, after a moment's consultation among the officers, we marched
"column left" into the field, and each
company was given its line for tent
rows. The field resembled a large
potato patch very much, but to our
surprise we found that it was a peanut
field.
The . peanuts are planted in
small ridges.

The sun was just setting when we
arrived at our camping place, but it was
not very bright,' for dark _clouds had
gathered in the tar west and a heavy
shower was expected in a short time.
The daily rains are due to the monLife in Camp Dewey.
On disembarking the City of Para, soons which is a striking feature durour good old transport, we found the ing this part of the ,year.
general conternr of the land not dreadOur small dog tents were soon
ful after all.
Reports came to us pitched and in a very short time the
while yet on, board I that nearly all of green peanut field had quite a differthe island or part of land on which we ent appearance.
There were in all

•
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on that Sunday evening over r,ooo and the boilers of warm water were
troops m camp.
set by their side and our first supper
We no sooner had our tents pitch~d was served in the Philippine Islands.
than the rain began to pour; this how- We had no lights except the fire and
·e ver did not prevent us fr0m going an occasional flash of lightning.
I
right on with our work. We were al- remember I drank four tin cups full of
ready used to the tropical rains in warm water and about a dozen of
some degree and besides that, we were hard-tack: never did 1 relish anything
now in camp, real camp, not as it was like that before in my life.
All the
in Ramsey or Merritt where hydrants rest I heiieve felt the same way.
were place·d in every company's street
It was about nine o'clock that eveand wood hauled aro und by draymen,
ning befbre we were through with our
already cut, ready for use, No, this is
supper.
Slowly one by one left the
decidedly different. Details were sent
fire and crawled into his tent. It had
out after wood and water.
We had
rained all evening and by this thmgs
strict orders not to drink any unboiled
became prett y well saturated but in
water, but that rule was violated by a
spite of all, we were bound .to have
good many that first night. Our thirst
.,ome sleep. Taps soon blew and all
w as to strong too watt for boiling water
became quiet, with the exception of
when we could get water th at: was
the sentinels walking their post.
at le;1s t lukewarm. A little wood was
Our rubber ponchoes were spreaa
brought around and a very small fire
on
th.e ground in our tents to lie upon
was made, enough to make the · water
and
soon we were off in dream-land,
considerably warmer than it wa -; but I
doubt very much whether the mi- forgetting all about Spaniards, rain anci
crobes were disturbed at all. A second all.
Reveille blew at five in the m0rning,
detail was sent out, always accompanon
opening our eyes we saw a beautiied by a few guards.
The nigh t was
ful
sunshiny morning.
In moving to
dark as pitch.
No, water to amount
get
up
we
found
several
inches of wato anything could be found near camp.
Se we took a Philippino for a guide ter on our rubber ponchoes on which
and kettles and boilers were resorted we h ad been sleeping. Everything was
to, and off we wen t; abo ut half a mile soaked with rain. We were refreshed
The first
off we found a good sized hole in the as nature all around us.
ground with plenty of water to supply thing to be done after roll call was to
a great many.
After we came back send .out water and wood details.
with our boilers filled the tire was Everybody was anxious enough to go
burnir-1g as well as it could under the out and at the same time get a
at the
surrounding
councircumstances ,md in an hour or so we look
try.
The
only
wood
that
had the water hot enough we thought
could
be
found
for
miles
around
camp
to kill all the insects and germs it contained. Our commissary goods were was bamboo, which burns almost as
Wood details were
not yet unloaded except several boxes readily as straw.
of hard-tack.

The boxes were opened therefore kept rather busy.
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Every hour or so a heavy shower were put up where they sold lemonadewould ·pour down upon us, always and native gin, here called nino which
keeping everythmg fre sh.
When the had its effect upon those who inshower was over the hot sun would · dul g ed.
soon ta.ke a way most of the moisture,
One of the important events that octhen again it w~mld rain and thus it cured 'while at Camp Dewey was the
would go all day.
arrival of a heavy mail from the States.
Sleeping on the damp ground did We had had no news from home since
Eot agree with a good many of the lune and thi s was Au g ust. It is needboys, also on account of reptiles wh ich less to say that many a . heart was.
abound here in the tropics to a g reat made happy and new courage was inextent, therefore the he ad officials fused by th e kind a nd encouraging
deemed it unwise to allow the present letters that c,1me from the dear ones at
procedure. So means were provided home.
to get bamboo cots which the nat ives
After we had been in camp for three
h ad for sale.
Even th ey were very days it was our turn ( 18 minutes) to
cautious not to sleep on th e ground go out into the trenches and do outor even make it a habit to sit on the post duty . We were given an extra
ground. They are all supplied with round of ammunition, filled our haverbamboo racks large enough for a sacks with hard-tack, our canteens
whole family to hve on. Toe cots are with coffee and se t out Wednesday
generally four by six, large en_ough for morning. The lines we were to octwo Americans to sleep on. • The cupy were about three miles toward
Philippinos can live on them with all Manila. The road was a complete
their household goods, half a dozen chil- mud puddle and we found it by no
dren, several dogs, tobacco and fruits means an easy matter to get to our
which they sell. They eat, sleep and destinaticm.
We
had
somewhat
live in their racks night and day.
changt>d our minds concerning the
It took several days before we were swamps and mud.
Shovels, spades
all provided with them. Every native and axes were taken with us for buildm the country was hard a t we rk mak- ing intrenchments. Fortunatly our coming- them. We paid one peso a piece pan y took possession of the outpost
for them. (Soc American.)
where intrenchments were already
After these beds were in camp we built. We relieved the Penn. Reg. at
were a g reat deal more comfortable, 9 a. m. and were to stay on duty 24
no more wet nights in the rain.
hours.
The trenches were built
A good deal of our time in Camp through the tluck brush, swamps, etc.
Dewey wai" spent in gathering sea leavmg ditches on our side filled with
shells on the beach. The bay w as on- water and mud.
ly a very short distance from camp.
We had two outposts about 200
Bathing was also indulged in to a very yards in tront of our lines, twenty men
great extent.
guarding at one time.
The Spanish ·
The road along our camp w as lined sentries cotild be plainly seen from our
with fruit peddlers; many small shacks outpost.
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We were entirely concealed from at 9 a.' m. Thursday morning. We
their view on account of having the did not wait for the formation of the
woods for our cover. To our left was regiment to march back to camp but
the bay, to our rig-ht a large rice field each company went by itself. We
with several feet of watttr over it, in went d©wn along the beach wadfrnnt of us he,ivy brush and woods ing in the water until the mud was
only for a few yards, an opening of washed off our dothes.
We arrived
about 300 yards beyond the line of the at the camp at dinner time. Hessected
woods, at the extreme of the clearing · potatoes and pork awaited us, a grand
we could see the Spanish breastworks. dinner we though-~ that was. In the
In our rear we had the reserve. Tbe afternoon was wash day down on
-i nsurgents were also at some of our ,the beach, and the regular routine of
out-posts, but in fact were a greater camp life had a"ain begun.
Evebother than benefit to us.
They nings thousands of the boys were seen.
could not be quiet and whenever they down on the beach taking advantage
would see a Spanish sentry no matter of the sea baths. Early mornings and
how far away, they were bound to evenings were the only time we could
shoot, closing both eyes, and the muz- go in. The jelly fish being so nuz.1e_pointing up in the air.
merous in the daytime makes it danOur cooks that we had with us gerous to go in any time during the
could only make a fire back in the re- d,~y. Their sting is very poisonous.
serve with the main body on account Often when the tide goes out the sand
of the smoke which would reveal to bea.ch is covered with them.
the enemy our out-post if fire was
On F ridday evening there was a
made anywhere around our stations. · gentTai jubilee in camp for the orders
Coffee was all that was cooked, hard- had corne that "tomorrow we were to
tack comprised the rest of our rations. make the attack on Manila." Our
Night came on with a heavy rain last night was spent in camp. The
and soon "darkne8S prevailed." The camp was however not completly denight somehow brought with it such a serted until ten days afterwards. Sevdrowsiness that only a few could re- eral guards were left behind to guard
sist. Some of the boys were iying the camp and also the sick.
down behind the trenches in several
Two days after the attack on Mainches of mud while the rain was pour- nila we went back and hauled on carts
ing down, sleeping as soundly as on a our knapsacks and belongings to our
dry couch. Some of us were perched new quarters in the city. Since then
on stumps and old logs, etc. A third I have not been down there. The fact is
of the company was always on guard the Insurgents will not allow any to
while the rest were allowed to snooze, pass their lines, they are now occupychanging every two hours.
Morning ing our old positions.
All I know
came at last with it more rain. The about the old place is that the peanut
night passed quietly only a few shots field is utterly destroyed.
fired on suspicion.
CORP. SCHACHT,
The California regiment relieved us
Co. M, 13th Minn., Manila, P. I. _
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An Episode in a Singer's Life.

herself, yet with brave determination,
and an absolute consciousness of inborn
EMMA K. BALLENTINE.
power, she firmly took her stand beBERLIN, GERMANY,
fore
the master of S('j)ng and began an
May 12, 1849.
aria
from
Der Freischutz, but broke
Monsieur Vaucorbeil,
down. This had all the appearance of
Paris, France.
It is useless t0 ask me; I shall never a signal failure and stood out more
boldly in contrast to a would-be suesing in y0ur city again.
•
cess
which just at this moment w0uld
Yours truly,
aid so greatly in initiating her into the
JENNY LIND,
In Paris, Friday evening, March 13, good graces eif stern M . Vaucorbeil.
Before
1842, in the little stuffy room over Is failure al ways failure?
every
individual
of
progressive
exMadam Alsee's back parlor, overlooking the northern extremity of Rue perience arises this question. It is
Royale, where it joins thtt main boule- answerec1 by his own power or lack of
vard of the city, a young girl, not over power. It is as he wills it. To the
twenty, with a serious looking face rndividual in question this failure did
was pacing up and down the room' not destroy personal confidence, it but
She was pleasantly excited and he; urged her forward at a more rapid
thoughts framed themselves readily in- rate. Her natural power and strength
to words, just as they were wont to flowed irresistably from her inner life
do when she was in her beloved native and dominated her every act, trivial
though it oft-times appeared to the
land.
disinterested
on-looker, yet so very
"Nine months in Paris, singing unoften
far
reaching
in its effect. Each
der Signor Garcia and now comes mv
first invitation to sing- i11 the oper;, of us possess, in one degree or another,
Monsieur Vaucorbeil wishes me to an unsullied hidden power of . right
sing after Sontag. Yes, nine months closely akin to t at of the singer's, a
ago I came to this proud, gay city, power which alway; struggles to gam
proud of her wit, her wealth, her the ascendency, a power which would
style, came here a lonely and unknown lead us up to a higher plane of living.
wan<lerer. The singing world was
then intoxicated with · Malibran, Grisi
and with Sontag's powerfully alluring
soprano voice. Signor Garcia," went
on her talkative thoughts, "supposed I
should fail but he was like the others
th1m; he did not understand."
When this slight girl with the seriously sensitive face appeared before
Signor Garcia, ( master teacher of
music at Paris), he eyed her wonderingly. How suspicious she was of

To continue, the shy girl who now
stood bravely, but tremblingly, before
Signor Garcia, came tired to Paris.
She had oversung in her money-obtaining tour and the naturally exquisite
voice was worn. A failure l Signor
Garcia looked keenly at the girl before
him. Why should she use his valuable
time? Why did he, worldly wise man
that he was, allow it? Signor Garcia
never dreamed the broad-nosed, rather
"gauche" looking girl bef6r~ him was
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destined to o~tshine the popular stars
in whom he had taken such an interest
and wh,ose success was in a great
measure due to his untiring zeal and
-ability as instructor.
She realized it was his training and
his alone that would make it possible
for her h> overcome defects in her
voice. So the great desire of her
heart was granted and she began to
work with a humble and grateful spirit
prevading every attempt.
At the beginning of the second less0n Signor Garcia said to her: "Mademoiselle Lind, it is useless tor me to
teach you, you have no voice left."
Nevertheless, day at_ter day saw her
awaiting her turn ill the ante-roocn of
his studio. Her calm persistence won
him.
She had lasting faith in herself and a
mighty purpose welled up from the
innermost part of her being-~he
knew she possessed a power not pos.sessed by singers of the day, whom
she had met. She knew that Sontag's
-and Grisi's method was better, their
voices inferior. Their voices were
,cultivated to the full extent of th@ir
power-hers was not. So they stood
lb efore her; nor would she wish it
·otherwise for we all must needs love
the highest when we see it.
Time passed and she felt she was
learning a few things from Garcia, but
.she would not adopt absolutely any
one method. She felt she must improve her own for she had tested it and
found its defects. She knew her aims
were the most worthy-she wanted to
-achieve them, to rise, to develop, to
progress was her cry. She was ab.1;orbed in her perfect and uplifting
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work, hers was a God-given gift and
she must needs use it for the bettering of her fellow-mcm.
While these thoughts were protruding themselves upon her consciousness
she recollected the invitc1tion. Yes,
she must accept it.
The night came a11d Jenny Lind
walked down the boulevard that descends from the Madeleine to the
Bastile and entered the opera. She
beheld the vast auditorium, brilliantly
lighted, a marvel of aesthetic luxury
and' comfort. Her eyes rested upon
the stage of colossal dimensions, decorated by the subtle genius of the best
artists ot the day. All Paris seemed
to be therc--that is, well-dressed Paris.
The room rapidly filled. His gracious
majesty, liberal minded Louis Philippe,
was there surrounded by his gayest
courtiers; the entire company occupying the places of honor. Counts, dukes,
and officials with their lapies were
ushered in. For did not Sontag sing
tonight? Poets, philosophers, writers,
men with intellectual faces and men
with sordid expressions mingled with
the throng to pay their tribute of admiration to the far-famed southern
beauty.
The vast assemblage was on the qui
vive, fans fluttered, silks rustlt!d, priceless jewels sparkled and gleamed in
the brilliant light, gay laughs were
heard and the harmless nothings of
speech and the frivolous idyls of the
time were freely circulated.
Silence comes-everyone looks eagerly toward the great canopied space
--nor are they disappointed, for under
the great center arch stands Sontag,
the songstress. Her rich south~rn
beauty charms her audience and they

•
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welcome her with thunders of applause might have ceased, but no-look at thein which can be detected a ring of ex- singer-'>he has forgotten the audience
pectation. She bows, grace in each before her. She is back among the
motion, presence and power in every hills af'her native country, and gazing·
movement.
in imagination into the azure depths of
' A profound hush again falls upon the blue sky. Stage hfe is "roofless.
the eager audience as the opening and lonely" and her song has brought
· notes of "Sans Souci" thrill the senses up her past homely pleasures. Her
of her listeners. She appeared to be audience had never before heard such
more•successful than ever in arousing wonderful: exquisite path~s. It brought
their emotions, for she was recalled a new, an unknown wealth of simple
again and again.
tenderness and healthy life to the overThe director, Monsieur Vauc@rbeil, cultured metropolitan mind. It touched
announced that Mademoiselle Jenny the heart of all. It differed essentially
Linci would sing. The audience, it trom the preceding voice. The former
might have been noted, would h ave exhilerated one- the latter instilled
preferred Sontag, but Sontag had sung purity, spirituality. It brought a di,-.
and the queen of song leaned leisurely vinely ennobling message to those ready
back in ease to watch and list1m to the to receive it. Sontag listened aston"uncouth country singer" as she men- ished. Mademoiselle must not sing
tally designated her.
again. French audiences are fickle;
Mademoiselle
Lind
came for- probably she is striving to win their apward. She was above middle neight, plause by some unique method. My
slender, peculiarly graceful in •figure power would then be lost -lost- it
and mobile in a·c tion, very fair, with must not, shall not be. She beckon&
hair of a beautiful auburn, and blue M. Vaucorbeil: "Mademoiselle must
eyes that had a quiet power of their not sing again," she says imperatively.
own and capable of a world of mean- He would dissuade but finally he weakly
ing. A chill dread crept into her very acquiesces.
soul as she looked over the vast crowd ·
[ 'ro BE coNTINUED.]
- not one single familiar face. Ah,
but she had met Sontag. She turned
appealingly and l0oked eagerly into
the dark eyes of that favored queen ot
song for one gleam of encouragement,
one iota of genuine kindliness. But the
Butterick patterns at Atwood's.
haughty singer returned her beseeching glance without a sign of recogni'."
Vacation- of only three hours!
tion-without a gleam of sympathy.
Can the farmers play ball;,
"Why should that girl sing?" was what
Now f!aint the earth blue and yellow.
her indifference said.
The girl nerved herself to begin.
A young man and a stylish suit make
The selection was a folksong from her a strong combination. Joho Knutsen.
native land. The notes wavered and
Normal tablets at Atwood's.
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The performance after the game by
the
St. Cloud juggler, Mr. Moosbrugger,
The E. G's. have caught it at lastwas
exceedingly interesting.
1( teaching.)
The high dive by Mr. Owens was
Miss Shaughnessy has resumed her
work as head trimmer for Miss Kron. successfully made.
After trimming in one of the largest
The next N ormalia will be a child
wholesale houses in Chicago she is study number and everybody should
now prepared to suit the public in any- get a copy. If you wish more than
thing they may desire in beautitul your regular copy, extra copies may be
Easter bonnets.
had at ten cents apiece. Address all
Pay up your subscription.
orders to Paul L. Ashley, Normal, St.
Cloud.
Record books at Atwood's.
Score

12

to 4 favor of Macalester.

The members of the sociology and
Mr. W. T. Sture is back at school
civics
classes complain of having to
after a couple of weeks' illness.
rise too early in the morning to get
The native·s are looking for spring.
around for class work at 7:45 a. m.
If · you want the best wearing apWhy don't you speak for yourself,
parel buy it from those who have it.
Paul.
J. Knutsen.
'
Mr. Washburn trom Minnapolis vis.At the gameited with his daughter Genevieve, FriThat "ref." needed about eleven more
day, March IO,
pair of glasses.
Normal stationery at Atwood's.
A Duluth steam tug-did you hear
Soaked! Soaked again!
.i t in the gym?

J

Some of the girls are applying their
Mr. J. Grundahl has returned to his
knowledge
of cooking and bread bakwork here, after a long absence on acing
by
doing
some practical charitable
count of illness.
work in that line.
"Now b low the whistle"-"it blowed."
Scrubs and regulars; who are they?
The blue and yellow was a constant
"\i\Telcome, sweet springtime."
reminder to the Normal boys that they
had friends, nit, in the audience.
Who got left? - Inquire at 617.
Now don't play so rough, boys, we
Miss P.-1 can't draw a skeleton.
have no castoria with us-forgot it in
Quite a number of the boys report
'St. Paul.
When you see a well-dressed man he last week to be one ot bad luck, and
i s apt to be my customer. J. Knutsen. are trying to look for the reason.
That hole in the stove pipe.
While at Chicago I bouhgt a mammoth stock of millinery, in all details
My light trousers lightly touch your
the latest and most desirable stock of
pocket book. John Knutsen.
millinery ever shown in St. Cloud.
We are all glad to learn that our
Grand Easter opening in a few days.
The students are cordially invited to president is on the way of rapid recov-call and we will make special effort to ery from his illness. We hope soon to
please them. Mary Kron.
see him in our midst again_.
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Mr. H. Courtney has completed a
Remember the sacredness of the
hour.
.term of successful teaching and has resumed his work here this term.
After the game was over! Alas!
·
The E . G's. are swarming in the
" T his is the way we walk down
lower corridors and adjoining rooms
Broadway." ·
this term.
Mr. H-y: "Here is my wife."
Mr. A., eating macarroni-"What is
. The 'Normal school coinmitteeofthe this?'' Mr. G-''lt is stuff that grows
legislat'ure visited the Normal recently. in the ocean." "ls that so?"
The purpose of the visit was chiefly to
Waterman fountain pens at Atwood's.
investigate the needs of the school,
That fully 50 per cent. of all children
that they may be intelligently considin
the schools have defective eyes is
:ered.
We had several inspiring
proven
beyond a doubt by the result
,speeches from the visitors. We all e nof
examinations
of 53,000 students in
:joyed the visit of the solons immense· ly. The committee departed for Moor- Baltimore. All parents should know
·head to visit the Normal o,f that place. the condition of their childrens' eyes
and should call on Clark Bros. and
Easter cards at Atwood's.
they will test eyes free of charge.
To "transmognify" works well in
Student in physics- "If a man is six
-mathematics, but it won't do in rhefeet tall and weighs 200 lbs., what is
toric.
the distance to the north pole?"
The class of '99 consists of about
The C. E. Union of this city held a
eighty members.
meeting in the opera house Friday
Miss R.-"I rise to a point of order. evening, where a large chorus from the
Its Mr. M-n's turn to speak."
Normal rendered songs for the occaTeacher-"Where does the tenor be- s10n.
gin?
I

-

John Coates, the bus and livery man
has just returned from Chicago. where
he placed an order for a special light
and very neat bus intended especially
for the city and Normal school trade.
It is a ·beauty. Coates runs the only first
Girls go to church not so much for
class bus line in the city and the only the sermon as for the "hymns."-Ex.
one that makes all train.s . His buses
If I weren't so sick I should feel
are ali' ~ewly painted and upholstered
better.
-Ex.
and are in first class shape. You are
I thought I knew I k_new it all,
always sure of meeting one of his buses
But now I must confess,
no matter what train you arrive on,
The more I know I know I know,
night or day, rain or shine. Be sure
I know I know the less.-Ex.' ·
and order your bus and baggage work
"Evolution," quoth the monkey,
from John Coates. Office c0rner of 1st ·
•·' Makes all mankind our kin;
st. a:nd 4th ave. so. Tdephone call,
There's no chance at all about-it,
No. 17.
Tails we lose, ana heads they win."-Ex.
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A young Irishman i·n want of a fivepound note, wrote to his uncle as follows:
"Dear Uncle: It you could see how
I blush for shame while I am writing,
you would pity me. Do you know
why? Because I have to ask you for
a few pounds, and I do not know how
to express myself. It is impossible for
me to tell you. I prefer to die. I send
you this by a messenger, who will wait
for an answer.
"Believe me, my dearest uncle, your
most obedient and affectionate nephew.
'' P. S.-Overcome with- shame for
what I have written, I have been running after the messenger in order to
take the letter from him, but I cannot
catch him. Heaven grant that something may happen to stop him, or that
the letter may be lost."
The uncle was naturally touched but
was equal to the emergency. He replied as lollows:
"My Dear Jack: Console yourself
and blush no longer. Providence has
heard your prayer. The messenger

m

lost your letter.
ate uncle."-

THREE NEEDFUL THINGS,

The true teacher must be the embodiment of a strong personaJity, have
a thorough knowledge of the subject
matter, and skill in application. A
union of these three essential elements
gives to the world, the strongest builder
of character.-E x.
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Is offering som,e attractive
'

Easter Bargains....
In Ltadies' tieadgeati.

508 St. Germain Street.

t::::~:::n~:::::~i
SEE G. W.
- CLINE

.,...., ... ...,... ....

...,

BIeye Ie

~~

Before buving a

■

·

When in Need of

M:. L. Hull.
Gel:'ltnaio
St,

505

JON.ES

~

Is now in h;s new store. A finer li ne of
toothsome conjections has never been
shown in St. Cloud before. Hoping to
see all his old friends at the new stand

I 06

St. Cermain St.

FACTS
Not

FICTION,.

cRC\.. '

BOOTS.,
S::S::OES an.cl
B"'CT'E:SEBS.,

St. ,

The candy man

i
.

THORESON :-: SISTERS,

Heh as the

U · 11
f-:1. Q

*i

rV-'V"-YV"V"VV-:Y:¥-Y,

Invites you to her Finest line in the city
opening of Special Millinery the week before Easter. All the new
designs in head wear will be shown at that
time. Special rates to students.
T.,
• J.l •

Your most affection -

Do not forget to call on

.. J.

W.

WOLTER, ..

the Cheapest Sho; man in the city.
Next to Fandel's Dry Goods Store.

'!\Ieo a great Itne of ttennie Sboee.

That we have the largest and the best selected
stock of woolens in the citv; that we sell
cheaper than any of our regular competitors.

Business Suits from $14 Up.
Dress Suits from $17 Up. . .
All kinds of repairing, cleaning, pressing done .

Brrown
The Tailotr

10 6-th Ave. South.

THE NORMA.LIA.

~p~«;i<i,.Il ,i\U~iijfln@ll'l! fo
P'lij)fsi~i<i,.Uil~p f'r~~e!l'nJP1li@iij~o

in
Y Ii lll <@!

J. C. BOEJW. m. D.
519 .St. Germain Street.
Office hours:

11 a, m. to 12:30 p. m., 2 to 4 in the
afternoon, 7 to 8 even1ng.

Sponges, Perfumes,
Hair Brushes,
Tooth Brushes and F-ull
Line ·Dr-uggist sundries.
O
J1,
~@4]. ~\to 11:ii~ll'll'ilj)~ilij ~\top
~ ~ ~p
~1lo %\H@tlM~o

Il

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Candies fotr Ea.stetr.
Fresh Lettuce anrl f'elery and nice large Olives
and everything that is new in the market at

BO~' &NC BROS. -

The First Class Grocers.

~~~
WALBRUJCE & PONTIUS,
PROPRIETORS OP

-:-BARBER SHOP -.And Bath Rooms,
Under Grand Central Hotel.
,J@""Ladies' Haircutting and Shampooing

Merchants :-:•National :-: Bank

YERTIBULED THAINS --DINrl\'G CA.HS

OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.
$150, 0 0C.

C 'AFI'.:'AL,

franking in .all its Branches.
- :Interest paid upon Time Deposits.
In Our ~aviu~·s Department.
Deposits received i11 sums of $1.00 and upwards.
allowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwurds.

C. M. HERTIG,
President.
A. BARTO,
~nd Vice-President.

Interest

W. E. LEE,
Vice-President .
0. H. HA VlLL,
Cashier.

IF YOU WISH TO
MEET wrra GOOD MEAT

~

I

H~E CARD-ST. ClOU,D.
EAST BOlJf-.J V .

No. 4, Mpls. and St. Paul Ex ......... 4:25 a. m.
· No . 2 Atlantic Mall ........................ 1.:26 p. m:
, *No, 6, Mpls. anrl St. Paul Local ... 2:35 p. m.

WEST BOUND,
*No 5 ~·a,·µ o Locai. ...... ,............ 11.:47 a. m.
No . 1 Paeific Mi,,ii ....... ........... .... ... . 5:05 p . m.
No. 1l D akota <>xpre.9s .... ............. .l0:35 p. m.
•~aily excPpt SmHlay via Brainerd,

Pullma11FiJ·st-Class and Tourist Sleeping Cars

GO TO ...

Kraemer's Meat ~1arket
l ,,JITHERE mHE"
...1..
..1. . .
:METE IT OUT DAILY·

. . . Take your laundry to . . .

SCHULTZ EROS.
STEAM LAUNDRY.
l.kinen Wo:lfk a Speeialty.

Special rates to students. Cor 5th ave and 1st st.
llirKansas City Beef.a Specialty .
.Bemov«>-d to 1.3 Fifth Ave. South; ill: r:ffl: tee:- tflft: ore, •ee feet «fl!&dl

i

r~~~~~~~~,

Progressive, Pushing People

Spring Suits

demand up-to-date railroad train service. Two fast trains leave Minneapolis and St. Paul daily via Wisconsin
Central lines for Milwaukee, Chicago
and eastern and southern points, elegantly equipped with sleeping, dining,
cafe and parlor cars. Ask your nearest ticket agent for further information.
]As. C. PoND, Gen'l Pass. Agt.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

I
I

I
IF~~!;:~~,~~~~
I1AILOR"'MADE sU1Ts 1I
~e~!'~

for aboutone-halFthepricethatyou
can get them made for of those
Cheap John Tailors . C all nnd see
us before you buy as ·we will save
you money.

fl!I

I
1!ii1

I
~I

p,J1
lj•.
Ii':!.
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Y7L
UfJUM
rAa/,d,._..,.
.
.
Wmu.
~
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~ PALACE
PALACE
DINING
SLEEPING
~
CABS,
AND
@/i. ffPtllV.
ME.JLLS
FAMILY
SERVED
TOURIS'l'
Speclal Discount of 10 per cent. to Students
and Teachers.
~
ALA 0..4.BTB
OARS.

-

rrM

I

J~

L:

~~~~~~~~~I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
CAPITAL,

$100,000

All Business Connected with General Banking will Receive Prompt Attention.
DIRECTORS.

.........
Passenger Trains leave as follows:

O:FFICERS.

H. P. Bell, L . W. Collins, J . G. SMITH, PreRident.
E.B. Smith W. B. Mitch- L. W. COLLINS, Vice-Pre•.
ell, John Cooper, L. Ed. SMITH, Cashier.
Clark, John Zapp,John
Bensen, J. G. Smith.

SWEETEN YOUR LIFE,
and make your little ones
happy by buying

FINE FRESH CANDIES,

*

'l'hrough service between St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Helena, Butte, Spokane, Seattle and Portland.
Connections, at western terminal for Kootenai,
country, Oreii:on and California points, Alaska,
Japan and China. Connections at Twin Cities lorpoints eaet and south.

GOING WEST.

GOING EAST.

*No. 111:20 a.m.
*No. 2 2 :30 p.m.
tNo. 3 11:10 a.m.
tNo. 4 11:50 a.m.
*No. 5 for
No. fj arrives from
Willm a r 11:30 a.m.
Willmar 10:55 a .m.
tNo. 7 11:25 p.m .
tNo. 8 4:50 a.m.
*No. 128, for Sandstone 7:00 a.m.
Nos. 3, 4, 7 and 8 run via Clearwater.
All trains arrive at and depart from new
depot.
*Da1ly except Sunday.
tDally.

*

AND CHOICE FRUITS,
All kinds of

... Tobaccos and Cigars -- A T -

FUFF EROS ...
No . 601 St. Germain St,

The Great Northern offers apeeial inducement•·
in the u,ay of ea,tra coa"he11, for .Normal •t1,denu

Depot located in center of city.

Infof'tnation tu to

titn• of connectio,u and rat•a of fare uin k

pro,,.ptly furnished on application. Call on or
addre.s

H. R. NEIDE, Agent.

